Message From Satan

What’s even more interesting, not only one but all the persons that have come here later, all had the same behavior. Fuck rationality, do not analyze a thing. Just get carried away by big lectures about the Anti-Christ, huge lectures about unity. Then participate in smear campaigns, meaningless crap, infest the community with lies. Pretend information from your own little brain is actually from the Gods. Think you are so awesome. Take 2-3 meditations, mix them up, pretend to be a motherfucking authority. You’re the prophet of say that than after all. Definitely not of Satan. Attack some Clergy and have all the angry minions attack with you. After all they are so bad that they don’t let you in wonderland and try to awaken you so you can advance. But Aldric implies he is so far more advanced. His chakras felt like burning holes in his body and the Gods raise cars 6 feet from the ground for him.

Use your under hands to post your stuff, while they think it’s all nice and they do the right thing. Who is dedicated more than 1 year after all. All they know from Satanism is you and how awesome you portray to be. All they think it’s that all SS want the good from them. Make sure to reach every new person that has a bright future in Satanism and teach them copy-paste meditations from the Joy of Satan. Present yourself as a HP of Satan and be the fucking reason many people get banned and deluded as fuck...Meanwhile in the shadows do big implies about how advanced thy greatness is. Like they are fucking mentally disabled and cannot do it for themselves and like the Gods aren't supposed to teach them. I suppose not me and not anyone else has all the facts about this clique. What I know is that they lied to me and it wasn't the first, second or tenth time they told me contradicting information about many things. But I can say from personal interaction, although I played the game and got what I needed...There are a lot of lies in the whole thing. So many that your head will hurt.

I have crossed an infiltrator that almost destroyed my life and mental health when I was very new. The way the enemy works through these people is so glaringly similar to that pile of shit. He did the same exact thing. From one thing, his astral allies were fucking me over. Then he came in to provide his help. It’s a two-sided attack. If people fail to understand and want to fuck logic so much. Then I remind you this. Logic kept you alive and the enemy thrives on its lack to destroy you. Your logic is what keeps you from chewing the cable, jumping of the window, and eating your own self alive. Or whatever. It’s no coincidence that people in Ancient Civilizations and Philosophers praised logic as a quality that the Gods themselves bestowed to us. Throw that in the can. Fuck it. Let’s just all be friends, luv each other, especially those who work overtime with a shovel to put you into your spiritual grave. They say they are dedicated to Satan after all...
Unless people choose to wake up, they are in for a rude groundbreaking awakening.

Satan always wins. All must remember this and always keep that deep into their mind. No matter what, Satan always wins and never loses.

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!
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